MAHAL IS IN THE AIR...

Winter 2013-2014

Dear Friends, Family, and Extended Community,
Season's Greetings! :-)
I'm writing to share something new that I've stumbled across while engaged in my
healing work practice, and I want to share it with you. A unique energy that I've come
to call a mahal-based healing energy that seems to interact with our most essential, whole,
and complete selves. I'm calling it a mahal healing, or, a more refined version of its name that better
describes its purpose - a "mahal attunement."
Would you be interested in being one of the first 100 people to experience a Mahal Attunement™? I
have been blessed to receive insight into this new healing energy that has profound emotional, mental,
and physical healing effects. MAHAL means "Love." And the "healings" themselves have revealed
themselves to be more like "attunements" to a core essence of our existence that I can only describe as
Love. As such, I would love to share this amazing experience with you and those whom you love.
I am conducting 4 groups studies of 25 participants each. Each participant will agree to a minimum of 3
healing sessions that last 30 minutes each over the course of a month. Each session can be done by
phone or skype/facetime. How is this possible? I am working with quantum physics, which is working
at a subatomic level. And the atomic world is nothing like the world we live in. In fact, there are infinite
possibilities to what is possible for our human potential. A Mahal Attunement™ will open that door of
possibility for you - whether it is a specific healing, a recharge of energy, or something else that you
have yet to imagine.
The bottom line - If you're interested in experiencing a shift for the better or if there is even a small part
of you that is a tad bit interested in what this is all about, just say yes. Give it a try. You can

change your life in just 30 minutes.
I am especially interested in working with individuals who are struggling through various dis-ease,
illness, or what would be considered an extreme diagnosis of health issues. I would like to see how
this energy (mahal attunements™) can support those we love who are dealing with what some have
labeled as severe or untreatable health concerns. I am also looking to work with people who have
chronic pain issues. I am not creating any limitations here with the Mahal Attunement™ ~ I want to see
what's possible by working with as many people as possible. This includes individuals in pain or
discomfort from minor aches, pains, anxiety, or stress. I would also like to explore how this energy
supports you if none of the above issues relate to you and if you want to simply be open to a new
experience.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I. Group One - Sign-ups going on now thru November 15, 2013.
(Accepting participants Now, then you will be wait-listed for future sign-ups).
II. Group Two - Sign-ups Start Nov. 16 - December 1, 2013.
III. Group Three - Sign-ups Start December 2 - December 16, 2013.
IV. Group Four - Sign-ups Start December 17-Dec. 31, 2013.
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If you and a loved one(s) would like to be one of the very FIRST to receive a Mahal Attunement™ on
this planet, contact Liza Sat-Akal Camba at visionaryforpeace@gmail.com, by direct line (323)
828-4947, or you can Facebook private message me at "Liza Sat-Akal Camba."
or my time which is $25 per session or
$20 per session if you sign up with a friend. Check or paypal is fine. Please do not let financial
constraint deter you from participating if this work speaks to you. Contact me directly and we’ll discuss
it further.
Contact Liza Sat-Akal Camba at visionaryforpeace@gmail.com, by direct line (323) 828-4947,
or you can Facebook private message me at "Liza Sat-Akal Camba" to setup your first appointment.
You can also fill out the pre-questionnaire form by going to www.artfullivingmovement.com
I look forward to hearing from you and sharing this amazing experience with you.
Thank you!
Sat nam,
Sat-Akal / Liza
P.S.
MOST IMPORTANTLY!
Whether or not you choose to say yes to participating in this study,
would you please forward this opportunity to someone you know who
may benefit from it?.................They just may thank you for it!
And I thank you for your gracious support!

==============================================================================

Bio for Sat-Akal
Sat Akal is an intuitive energy healer, clairvoyant, yoga teacher, trained
modern day babaylan/priestess, and visionary artist. She is the founder of
Artful Living Movement, supporting the artist within all to be heard and seen
through transformational healing/revealing, life-coaching services, and
conversations around sacred business practices. In addition, she is a lineage
holder of babaylan wisdom, bringing forth the transformational and ageless
wisdom of the babaylan in modern times, beyond all preconceived boundaries
and concepts of separation, amplifying Peace and Oneness.
Sat Akal offers individual mahal (love) sessions that provide deep and truthful
insight for healing, transformation, and empowerment. Many of the clients that
Sat-Akal has worked with, report amazing to miraculous results. She unifies
her trainings, direct experience, and creative consciousness to support you to
radiate your Light, Creative Brilliance, Highest Truth. For more information,
please go to: www.artfullivingmovement.com and
www.moderndaybabaylan.com
.

